FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

OFFICE MASTER LAUNCHES OM5 SERIES® EXTENSION:
“OM5 ACTIVE” AT NEOCON SHOW
Seating company adds to the successful OM5 Series® family with a new line of innovative & ergonomic stacking
chairs & simple Taskers
Ontario, California – May 28, 2013. Mid-market seating manufacturer Office Master, Inc. of
Southern California is poised to launch an exciting addition to its popular “dynamic ergonomics”
task seating family, the OM5 Series®.
Set to be formally introduced at next month’s annual NeoCon World’s Trade Fair furniture show in
Chicago, the OM5 Active is a collaborative seating collection that will feature three primary
additions: a simple function, light task chair; a sled-based high-density stacker; a 4-legged side chair
that will be available with glides or casters for mobility.
Centered on the well-balanced simplicity and dynamic ergonomics that are hallmarks of the original
OM5 Series® task line, the entire OM5 Active collection promotes dynamic motion by virtue of a
self-weighing chair top that will be available in 7 different shell colors & with various other options.
“Seating – when made right – should not be stagnant or restrictive, even if it’s just being used
temporarily; as in a training room, conference or other ‘occasional’ setting,” suggested Office
Master, Inc. President, Wallace Hwang. “With this new collection, we’ve striven to replace the
uncomfortable and motionless stacking chairs that people have come to expect & dread in meetings,
and instead, offer a comfortable and fluid option that we hope will not only be comfortable, but
promote an even greater flow of ideas, and productive collaboration as well!”
About Office Master, Inc.
Founded in 1986, Office Master, Inc. is a mid-sized company engaged in providing corporate,
institutional, healthcare, government and myriad other office-style environments with "Smart
Seating Solutions" that are ergonomic, affordable, and comfortable.
Office Master, Inc. practices Sustainable Environmentalism… to find out more, contact your local
Office Master representative or visit us online to find out more about this leading-edge program.
Contact:
>>For additional information: Wilson Chow (News@OfficeMaster.com or 909-392-5678)
>>Office Master online: www.OfficeMaster.com
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